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November 7, 1986

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Chairman McAlister and Members of the Assembly Finance
and Insurance Committee
Chairman Robbins and Members of the Senate Insurance,
Claims, and Corporations Committee

FROM:

Sal Bianco, Principal Consultant

SUBJECT: COMMITTEE STAFF REPORT
In 1982 during the Spring and Summer months, the
Legislature addressed the merger of the Blue Cross Plans through
a conference committee report. Significant public policy
questions were discussed. These issues are as relevant today as
the health care industry adjusts to recent federal tax reform
actions and competition strategies in the marketplace.
During the discussion in 1982, a detailed record was
maintained and the conference committee deliberations were
recorded and transcribed in an unedited version.
This Committee Staff Report is transmitted to you for
review and consideration as future developments warrant. I
gratefully acknowledge the assistance of Mr. Sheldon Davidow,
Chief Consultant to the Senate Insurance, Claims, and
Corporations Committee.
SB:ely
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March 30, 1982

•

TO:

All Institutional Members

FROM: -

Stephen W. Gamble, President

SUBJECT:

Propcs~d

Merger of Blue Cross

~orth

FILING CODE:

HCSC/I-17

PRIORITY:

Important

ROUTING:

Chief Executive Offi
.

'

and South

You have received a communication from Jim Gordon, Chairman of the Board
of Blue Cross of Southern California dated March 22, 1982, that describes
actions being taken to move toward consolidation of the two Blue·Cross
plans in California.
Both the Council and UHA are very seriously evaluating this proposal in
terms of its potential impact on patients and providers. At this point
it is not at all clear what changes in the relationship between hospitals
and Blue Cross would result, but there are significant differences between
the two Blue Cross plans, so it is reasonable to assume that some major
s would occur.
Since the Council had been a primary mover behind the original development
and fun~ing of Blue Cross by the hospitals in this area, we will also be
concerne~ as to whether the proposed change improves or further dilutes
the nany cow~"TTon areas of corrnnun~ty interest shared by the two in the past.
As a part of this process, the Blue Cross Hospital Advisory Committee is
holding a two-day meeting to review the roles and relationship of
Blue Cress a~d its contracting hospitals.
And further, the Council
Exe~utive Cc~"TTittee has authorized the Council to join with UHA in
requesting our respective merr~erships to give their organizations
to execute the Blue Cross provider corporation member proxies
as regards this issue.

.

We will keep you informed of developments .
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MEMO TO:

Terry Terauchi
Office of the President Pro Tempore

FROM:

Sal Bianco, Principal Consultant

SUBJECT:

Proposed Amendments to AB 2465 (McAlister)

As I have informed you, we have requested return of
AB 2465
om the Governor's Desk, essentially to address the
organization and governance of the Blue Cross Plans in
California .
The Blue Cross Plans in California are organized
suant to Chapter llA of the Insurance Code. This Chapter
clearly establishes the principle of special public concern for
Blue Cross organization and governance. Historically, the
islature has increased consumer
fluence over
ue Cross
Plans.
As late as 1973, the composition of governing boards was
ed to a hare consumer majority ra er than
one-third
consumer representation which previouslv existed.
The Insurance Code statutorily pro
s that the
Insurance Commissioner shall have responsihilitv over the
o vcnc; of insurers in our State.
Inherent in. this
res
ibil
is the Commissioner's ability to recommend
var
s changes in the organization and operation of insurers to
assure
ir solvency.
Blue Cross now insures over four
llion Californians,
divi d almost equally between
Cross of ~orthern California
and Blue Cross of Southern California. These corporations, with
notice to the Department of Insurance, are seeking to merge
into a single statewide service plan carrier. The new
corporation would be the largest health insurer in this State.
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Blue Cross
Plans of California

Emery B. 8o,veil
Assistant to the Presidents
Government Affairs

Suite 540, Eleventh and L Building
Sacramento, California 95814
(916) 441-3777

May 25, 1982
STATEMENT OF THE BLUE CROSS PLANS OF CALIFORNIA REGARDING CHANGES
IN ORGANIZATION PROPOSED BY THE COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE
Early
1982, when the two Blue Cross Plans in Cal
determined that market circumstances dictated efforts to merge into
a single state-wide health insurance organization, the Commissioner
of Insurance was notified immediately.
He expressed approval of the proposal
members
his staff to work with Blue Cross staff on the
structural
details that he must approve. Thus he has been continuously aware
of the progress of the merger effort.
The Blue Cross companies want to merge, and believe they must
do so. However, efforts to accomplish the merger have encountered
difficulty.
Commissioner Quinn, for reasons he has explained, believes that
he must act--and must request the Legislature to act--to remove the
statutory barriers to decisive action. He believes it is necessary
for Blue Cross, insuring four million Californians, to be separated
from old corporate affiliations to assure its vitality as an insurer.
His position coincides with the standards of the national Blue Cross
Association.
An insurance organization, especially one as large
Cross, is judged in the financial and insurance markets
must function exactly as it is judged by its regulatory authority.
Blue Cross respects the propriety of this system
publ
safeguard. Therefore, to assure its reputation of vitality, Blue Cross
believes the Legislature should accept the recommendations of the
Commiss
Further, the issue should be resolved promptly. Not in
political environment, but
the much larger marketplace environment, uncertainty in this situation may be the most threatening
circumstance of all.
Insurance markets react negatively to confusion
and
, and do so very quickly.
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The Honorable Alister JlllcAlister
Chairman, Conference Committee
State Assembly
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814
Re:

AB 2465 (McAlister)

Dear Alister:
This is a follow-up letter, as promised, to the
aborted Conference Committee hearing of May 26. This letter
will cover essentially three topics:
(1) an update as to
what has occurred subsequent to the hearinq; (2) comments on
the Legislative Counsel's analysis of the proposed amendments;
and (3) some preliminary comments on the problems we face in
working out a mutually satisfactory solution. Copies of
this letter will be sent not only to the members of your
Committee but to Commissioner Quinn and representatives of
Blue Cross.
Immediately following the meeting on \Alednesday
telephone calls went out from both the Hospital Council of
Southern California and the United Hospital Association to
their respective members reporting to them that on Tuesday
night the attorneys for the Hospital Council of Northern
California, Hospital Council of Southern California, United
Hospital Association, Blue Cross North and Blue Cross South
had reached agreement as to the language in the proposed
articles of incorporation and bylaws for the new Blue Cross
of California. They were further informed that there was
no objection to the language in the proposed consolidation
agreement and proposal to transfer assets to the new corporation; they were urged to vote and were given the information that the changes achieved a favorable reco~mendation.
The deadline for the receipt of the ballots is June 1st,
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The Honorable Alister McAlister
May 28, 1982
Page 3

and supportive of the goals of Blue Cross, and (5) a
Blue Cross subscriber in good standing, shall be eligible to become a Public Member of this corporation.
No person may be elected as a Public Member if such
person, or such person's spouse or a relative in the
first degree of consanguinity is a licensed physician
or an employee, or holder of more than five percent
(5%) of the stock of a Hospital Member or a firm or
corporation managing a Hospital Member."
It should be pointed out that the Public Members would be
eliminated under the present terms of AB 2465, as amended,
in addition to the elimination of the Hospital .111embers.
As indicated in the result of the bill, both groups
of members would be eliminated and the Board would become a
self-perpetuating board. Although self-perpetuating boards
are not unknown in the nonprofit field, as previously indicated they are not the general pattern and as we have previously stated, there are many operational problems with a
self-perpetuating board that has no accountability to a
constituency such as corporate members. As stated, current
law, under Section 11496, prohibits more than 50% of the
board of directors being representatives of hospitals with
which the corporation has contracts for rendering service
and licensed practicing physicians and surgeons. As a practical matter, this section has been interpreted by both Blue
Cross North and Blue Cross South as requiring a majority of
Public :"1embers on the Board of Directors and this is required
by the existing Bylaws.
Staff Comments. The Staff comments give a generally accurate descr1ption of the history of Blue Cross although
they do not include certain essential facts.
It is indicated,
for example, that the current Blue Cross structures would not
meet the standards of the national Blue Cross Association.
I personally checked with the Blue Cross Association General
Counsel and it was confirmed to me that both Blue Cross
North and Blue Cross South presently meet the standards for
the national Blue Cross Association as to both board and
membership. As stated to you at the informal meeting, the
concept of the merger had been approved two weeks ago by the
officers of Blue Cross North, Blue Cross South, Hospital
Council of Northern California, United Hospital Association
and Hospital Council of Southern California. What remained
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Alister McAlister

The
Page 5

Pacific Tel & Tel, one of the
purchasers of Blue Cross
in the State.
In
ion, there are
from
other major corporate purchasers as well as the
system,
local government and the like. There is no
but that
these individuals have acted in a responsible manner in expressing the concerns of the health care purchasers.
It is
our opinion that they have exercised their corporate responsibility and fiduciary relationship to the corporation in the
same manner as the health care provider repres
on
the Board.
Certainly their direct interest
Cross coverage in their majority position
against any perceived "undue" provider
Cross governance. \Ve would also point out
III of the Blue Cross Bylaws, Section 3,
follows:

the cost of Blue
in Blue
Article
is provided as

"Each Hospital Member shall be liable for the payment of such amounts and the rendition of such hosand care to or for the
as
may be provided to be paid and furnished in the Contracting Hospital Agreement made and executed between
the Hospital Member and the corporation, and the 1
bility of each Hospital Member for the payment of
said amount and the rendition of said hospital
and care shall, at the option of the Board of
tors, be enforceable by action or by for
membe
, or both."
This provision follows the pattern of Blue Cross Plans
wide from their inception, under the terms of which the hospital contracting mewbers
, in effect,
viability of the Plan.
I am informed by the national Blue Cross Association that when the switches have
been made to Public Board Mewber control this assurance
has been limited. As noted, when the shift in board membership occurred in California as a result of the 1973 legislation this provision was not eliminated. However, in any
discussion of further changes in the role of providers serious
consideration should be given to the continued
stence of
this provision.
As previously indicated, the consequence of AB 2465
would be to create a major corporation with a self-perpetuating
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Conclus
As I previously stated, this is only a
letter and we will follow up as soon as there are further
developments. We appreciate the consideration of the Committee in giving us further opportunity to deal with the
issues raised
a constructive manner.
long range consequences of prec
action are too
to al
them to go
real thought cons
You can be
assured of our
faith in proceeding
these
to
to you and the Committee.

E. Ludlam
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AMENDED
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

•

BLUE CROSS OF SOUTHERN

IFORtHA

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:
That we, the undersigned, have this day voluntarily associated
ourselves together for the purpose of forming a nonprofit hospital service
corporation under Chapter 11-A of the Insurance Code of the State of
California as amended, and we do hereby certify that:
FIRST: The name of the corporation shall be
BLUE CROSS OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA[
SECOND:
r

...
....

The purposes for which it is formed are:

(a)
To establish, maintain and operate a nonprofit hospital
service plan under and pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 11-A of the
Insurance Code of the State of California as amended .
(b) To acquire, own, hold, sell, assign, transfert lease,
mortgage, pledge, exchange, or otherwise dispose of, without 1imit, such
real and personal property of any kind and description, within or without
the State of California, suitable, necessary, useful or advisable in
connection with any or all of the objects herein set forth.
(c) To acquire, undertake, and pay for, in cash or in any manner
whatsoever, the goodwill, rights, assets. and property of every kind. and
to undertake or assume the whole or any part of the ob 1igat ion or 1iabi1ities of any person, firm, association, or corporation.

t -

(d) To receive gifts, devises, legacies and bequests
every
kind and description and to perform any and all acts necessary to realize
said gifts, devises, legacies, and bequests and to make the same available
to further the purposes of the corporation.
(e) To enter into, make and perform contracts of every kind and
description with any person, firm, association, corporation (public,
private, or municipal), municipality, county, state, body politic, or
government or colony or dependency thereof, conducive to the attainment of
any of the objects or purposes of the corporation.

[1] Incorporated as Associated Hospital Service of Southern California
November 23, 1937, amended March 13, 1942, to Hospital Service of
Southern California, and amended April 29, 1974 to Blue Cross of
Southern California.
1
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and addresses of the pt:rso:.s v1ho are ar pointed
act as
f st d rectors and, until their successors are elected and qua1ifi • are as fo lows:
ADDR

NAME
810

•

st Compton
levard
California

Glenn Myers, M.D.

Compton~

Leonard K. Brown

1212 Shatto
Los Angeles,

Alice G. Henninger

749 Fairmont Street
Pasadena, Cali
ia

R. E. Heerman

1414 South Hope Street
Los Angeles, California

W. H. Kiger, M.D.

1930 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, Ca1 fornia

Edward M. Pallette, M.D.

1930 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California

George H.

945 Roosevelt Boulevard
los Angeles, California

Kress~

M.D.

lifornia

Philips J. Edson, M.D.

65 North Madison Avenue
Pasadena, California

J. M. Burlew, M.D.

1015 North Broadway
Santa Ana, California

Anna K. Vogler

4445 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, California
c/o Riverside Communi

Roland Maxwell

618 Security
ilding
Pasadena, California

Monsignor T. J. o•Dwyer

1432 West
Street
los Angeles, California

Hospital

EIGHTH: The Board of Directors may make. alter, amend or repeal
the Bylaws of the corporation, excepting a Bylaw altering the number of
directors or subjecting the members to assessment or pert a in ing to an
amendment or repeal adopted by the members and expressly forbidding further
amendment or re-enactment by the directors.
The corporation may in its Bylaws confer powers upon its directors in addition to the foregoing and in addition
the powers and authorities expressly conferred upon them by the statute.

-1.1-
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NINTH:

The

cor~oration reserves
e right to amend, alter.
any provision conta ned i these
ic les
I ncarmanner now or
by statute, and
the corporat
are created s

WHEREOF, we have

set our hands and seals

37.

, M.D.

Glenn

leonard K. Brown

Alice G. Henninger
R. E. Heerman

W. H. Kiger, M.D.
M. Pa 1

J.

Phi1i

• M D.

, M.D.

M.D

J. M.

er

K.
and

11

s

5-

is

OF

IFORNIA

s

ss.:

On this 15th day of November
P 1 ic in and for the
of

me
les,

rsonal1y

appeared Glenn
rs, M.D., Leonard K.
Heerman, W. • Kiger, M.D., Edward M.
H.
ss, M.D., Philips J. Edson, M.D. J. M Burlew, M.D.,
er. and Monsignor T. J. o•owyer, known to me to be the persons
names are subscribed to the within and foregoing Art 1es
I
and severally acknowledged to me that they
the same.
R. E.

II

,_

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand
my official seal at my office in the City of Los Angeles,
Angeles, State
California, the day and year in this

above written.

RUTH J. HILLMAN
Notary Public in and for the County
of Los Angeles, State of Cal
ia
My Commission

ires

(SEAL)

5' 1939

OF CALIFORNIA

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

ss.:

On this 19th day of November
a
Public in and for said County,
known to me to be the person whose name
, and acknowledged that he executed

1937, before me,
personally appeared
is s
ibed to the
the same.

TNESS my hand and official seal,

HARRY M. TICKNOR

Notary Public in and for said County
and State

SEAL)
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ARTICLE II
MEMBERSHIP
FICATION

MEMBERS

two classes
members
""""r"""' .. S 11 and nPublic Members,'1 the
s of which are hereinafter in this
, reference in these By1 aws to
term
classes of members.

IP
corporation

OF MEMBERS
ation for Hospital
the Executive Commi
any meeting of said
of the directors of the

1

sha1
annu
Voting
a
ority of the voting power
to and shall constitute a quorum.
Public Members present at a
lie Members.
(ii)

•

icer
ect a chairperson
of the Public Members.

(iii)
lie Members

meeti

1

MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATES
all not issue any shares
of Di
so determine,
be s gned by
ident and by
CTION 5.
Any
filing

GNATION OF MEMBERSHIP
resign from membership in the
President a resignation in
ive as of the date it
1 be
1
rights or ob 1i
ions
ION OF MEMBERSH
the corporation
membershi
member
1 appear
the
members has
, the following
shall be
the most re
s records, setti
Such not ice sha 1
proposed effective date

-19~
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Article V

those acts

the 1ast annua 1

of members.
ANNUAL MEETING

duty of the Secretary to cause
ing the place, day and
or del ered
less than ten
meeting to each member of the
ansacted
such meeting whether or not

for
whenever called
of the Board by

of Directors or by
( 25%) of the voting
writing and shall
IAL MEETINGS

special meeting

and

general

or otherwise
or required
ceding t
date

l~

I

J

a Pub 1 ic

one vote. but
(b)

1 c 1asses

where
assent or
Member shall be

dissent
enti
1 icen

hospital beds as

such meeting,

and

SECTION 10. METHOD OF VOTING
The election of directors
not be by written bal
made by a member at the election and before the voting
entitled to vote at any election of directors or to vote
or against or
to assent to or dis sent from any corporate act ion
1 have the
vote in person or by proxy for Hosp ita 1 Members,
member is entitled to cast as provided by the
Cumulative voting sha11
be permitted.
ARTICLE V

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

as to

POWERS
ate powers of this corporation s
1
and its affairs conducted by the Board
itations of the
icles of Incorporation,
Bylaws
ion
be authorized or approved by the members.

ION 2. NUMBER OF DIRECTORS
elected by
The
of Directors sha11 consist of nineteen ( )
not
the members at the annual meeting thereof. Should an annual meeting
d and the offices held by directors whose
would otherwise expire
1di
said offices
at the annual meeting be not filled, the di
shall serve until their successors are elected and a special
of
called
held for that purpose.
3. QUALIFICATIONS
DIRECTORS
9)
nineteen (19) directors of
shall be
irectors el
by the Hospital Members as
in
ic1e ,
1
annua 1 meet
of the Hospita 1 ill!"''"'"'"'"' of wh
no more
four (4) may be
1
ified and 1
sed
act icing phys ians
certificate to practice
icine and surgery
holding a valid and
or a physician's and sur
's certificate iss
by
Board of Medical
i
Assurance
State of California
the prov1s10ns
the
Medica Practice Act of the State of Californ a·
(10) of the
en (19) direc ors of the corpor
ion sha
lie directors
by the Pub 1 Members, as specified in
, Sect
1
the annual meeting of the Public Members. No
11
elected
director to
sent the Public Members who is
a
class.
All
directors shall be residents of the State of
ia.

2

3

D

given.

resol
1 a1 ho 1i
notice

IAL MEETINGS
Board of Directors all
the Board, the Vice Ch rman, or
the Chairman
of the Board of Directors.
SECTION 8.
Speci

i

s

OF SPECIAL MEETINGS
i
i
of the Board of D
by first class mail or 48 hours notice

telephone or telegraph. No notice of the
ial meeting of the Board of Di
need
se i nd i
in the not ice thereof, any
at a special meeting.

TO MEETINGS AND ACTIONS
meeting of the Board
0
wherever held, shall be as valid as
held after regular call and notice
a
ei
or after the meeting each of
di
a writ ten wa
not ice or a con sent
d
approva 1 of
thereof.
Any act
Directors may be taken w
11 individually or col
by written consent
s
of
So
D
approv a 1s sh 1 be f i1 ed
of the
Board of Directors nine
ient to constitute a quorum
a
ity
the d
s 1
the

a larger number of d
ion or these Bylaws or
this corporation

at any meeting of the
ent or not, may adjourn the
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ARTI

COMMI
SECTION 1.

consi
Board so
segments
the
Board
Directhe

The

•

the
a
there is at 1east one from each of
Board and at least half are from
lie
tors may de legate to the Executive Committee
authority of the Board of Directors in the
affairs of the corporation, except as may be 1
c i sed between the
i ngs of the Board of D
supervision and control thereof.

SECTION 2. STANDING COMMITTEES
The Board of Directors may appoint such speci
purposes as it may deem advisable.

exer-

to the

commi

s

ia 1

SECTION 3. QUORUM
A majority of the members of any commi
shall cons
the Executive Committee, if such shall
appoi
minutes of its proceedings and shall report
Directors whenever required.
ARTI

E VII

OFFI

•

SECTION 1. OFFICERS
The officers of the corporation shall
Chairman, a President, a Secretary, a
are in
is Sect ion 1 authorized and as may
Directors.
corporation may have, at the
Directors, one or more Vice Presidents, one or
one or more Assistant Treasurers, and such
pointed in accordance with the provisions of
The a
the Board. Vice Chairman of
be
among the members of the
fices, except those of President or
or Treasurer
be held
the same
SECTION 2. ELECTION OF OFFI
The officers of the
,
in accordance with
provisions of
this Article, shall
chosen annually
sh 1 hold his office until he shall resign
wise disqualified to serve or his successor
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SECTION 11.
AND ASSISTANT SECRETARIES
The
1 keep or cause to
Secret
sis tant Secretary
Secretary
1 meetings
Directors and
the Executive Commi
all proceedings and the votes on all
for
at purpose.
tary s 11
all meetings of the
the
Committee when
is
dut ie s as may
prescribed by the
Secretaries in the order of their sen
shall, in the absence or disability
and ex ere i se the powers of the Secret
duties as the Board of Directors shall
be a member of the Board of Directors but
11 meet
serve on committees established by the Board. His
fixed and established by the Board of Directors from

the

SECTION 12. TREASURER AND ASSISTANT TREASURERS
The Treasurer shall have the custody of
corpor
and shall keep full and accurate accounts
recei
in
the books of account of the corporation
11
cause
deposited all moneys and other valuable
name
and to the
credit of the corporation in such depositor
as may be designated by the
Board of Directors. He shall disburse
funds of
corpor 10n as may
be ordered by the Board of Directors, taking proper vouchers for all
disbursements, and shall render to the President and the di
meetings of the Board of Directors and
so required an account of
all of his transactions as Treasurer and
the financi
condition
the
corporation. The Assistant Treasurers in the order of their seniority, as
specified by the directors, shall, in
absence or disability of the
Treasurer, perform the duties and exercise
of the Treasurer and
shall perform such other duties as the Board
shall
ibe.
Assistant Treasurers may be appointed in
th such powers
and duties as may be prescribed by the

ARTICLE VI II
GENERAL PROVISI
SECTION 1. C

FI

The certificates of
ip of
and issued to the members thereof, may
Directors indicate the type of membership
be signed by the Chairman
Board, Vice Cha
President and the Secretary, or an Assistant
of membership shall be nontransferable
time as the directors or the members
SECTION 2. FISCAL YEAR
The fiscal year shall commence on the first day of
year and end on the 31st day of December in the
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the corporation unless said director, officer or member of a committee of
the corporat
shall have been or shall be determined by the Board
Directors to have acted in relation to any such matter in bad faith or
without reasonable belief that he was acting within the scope of his
authority, or for a purpose which he did not reasonably believe to be in
the best interests of the corporation or its members, or unless the matter
in relation to which such indemnity would otherwise be owing is an action
in whole or part successfully instituted or maintained in the right of the
corporation by another member or director of the corporation or is such an
action pursuant to which no court shall have found that the director's,
officer•s, or committee member•s conduct fairly and equitably merited such
indemnity; provided, however, that any person seeking to be indemnified or
held harmless pursuant to the foregoing shall be required, as a precondition thereto, to pay or promise to pay to the corporation any insurance
benefits already paid or otherwise payable to the said person on account
of the matter for which indemnity is sought. Notwithstanding any of the
foregoing. neither the corporation nor its Board of Directors shall perform
any act which shall have the effect of enabling any insurer to avoid
liability under any applicable policy of officers and directors liability
or other 1 i abi 1 ity or other 1i ab i1 ity insurance, and any such act or any
provision contained in these Bylaws having such an effect shall be deemed
to be null and void. The right of indemnification hereby created shall not
be construed to defeat any right or indemnification otherwise authorized by
law.
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Amendments to
Assembly Bill No. 2465

would

ese amendments to Assembl
both of the following:

Bill No. 2465 (McAlister)

1
Specify that no nonprofit hospital service corporation
operating after July 1, 1982, shall have any ~lass of corporate
member, and that all governing authority for ~uch corporation
shall exist and remain exclusively within the po~ers of the
board of directors of such corporation.

2. Reduce from a~ maximum of one-half to one-fourth of the
board of directors of a nonprofit hospital service corporation
the allowable representatives of hospitals wjth which the
corporetion has contracts for the rendering ~f hospital services
and licensed practicing physicians an~ surgeons.

The ef ct of these two amendments would be to allow
an
expa ed consumer role in the governing of no rofit hospital
servi e co orations, and would eliminate prov der control by
assuri
hat nonprovider members would have a clear majority on
e boar
f directors.
The reduction in the provider
c~shi
the board of directors was contain d in AB 1335
res).
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August 9, 1982

MEMORANDUM
TO:

AB 2465

(.r.1cA1ister) Conference Corrunittee Members

FROM:

Sal Bianco, Principal Consultant to Assembly Finance,
Insurance and Commerce Committee
Sheldon Davidow, Senior Consultant to Senate Insurance
and Indemnity Committee

SUBJECT:

Background Materials for AB 2465 Conference Committee
Meeting: Wednesday, August 11, 1982; 1:30 PM; Room 319
State Capitol

Attached is a packet of materials for the August 11, 1982
Conference Committee meeting on AB 2465 (Blue Cross Plans merger).
The packet contains the following:

SB:ely

1)

August 11th Meeting Agenda

2)

AB 2465 Conference Committee staff analysis of
May, 1982 setting forth background, analysis and
suggested amendments for the May 26th meeting

3)

Assembly and Senate Insurance policy committee staff
memorandums

4)

AB 2465 Conference Committee letters of invitation to
specific witnesses to testify on August 11th

5)

The written responses by speci
the date of this memo.

6)

By-laws of Blue Cross Plan of California

7)

Articles of Incorporation of Blue Cross Plan of California
~--33-
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August 10, 1982

MEMO TO:

Members of Conference Committee on
AB 2465 (McAlister)

FROM:

Sal Bianco, Principal Consultant
Assembly Finance, Insurance & Commerce Committee
Sheldon Davidow, Senior Consultant
Senate Insurance & Indemnity Committee

SUBJECT:

Additional Background Material for AB 2465
Conference Committee MeetingM August 11, 1982

Attached are written responses by Insurance Commissioner
Robert C. Quinn; James Ludlam, representing the Hospital Council
of Southern California; and William Barnaby, representing the
Health Plan of America. This memorandum and attached materials
is a supplement to our August 9, 1982, memorandum to you. All
written responses to our letters have now been received.
SB:ws
Attachment
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STATE OF CAliFORNIA

EDMUND G. BROWN

DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE
700 l STREET, THIRD HOOR
SACRAMENTO, CAliFORNIA 95814
(916) 322-9209

A ust 5, 1982

The Honorable Al ter McAlister
California State Asse 1
Attn: Mr. Sal Bianco
Principal Consultant to Assembly Committee
on Finance, Insurance and Commerce
State Capitol
Room 3112
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Sir:
In answer to your questions in your letter of July 19, 1982,
a copy of which is attached, I submit the following:
1. The Department of Insurance has completed action by
issuing a certificate of authority to "Blue Cross of California."
From our perspective, the transaction is complete.
2. The current statutory merger approval provisions should be
beefed-up to permit the department to pass on the relative
benefit/detriment effect of a merger on the membership of the
successor plan. Currently, the department may only review the
merger applications and supporting documents in light of the
specifications set forth in Section 11499.2 of the Insurance Code.
Other provisions of the Insurance Code provide guidance in this
area.
3. Section 114~6 of the Insurance Code does not provide for a
class of corporate membership. The proposal that was to be in
the conference report on AS 2465 was to amend Section 11496
expressly to prohibit nonprofit hospital service corporations
from having classes of corporate members. We view that amendment
as necessary.
4. The Board of Directors of Blue Cross of California (the
new corporate entity) is to be comprised of 21 members: The
President of Blue Cross of California, 10 representatives of
provi rs (i.e., hospitals or licensed physicians and surgeons),
and 10 individuals who are not representatives of hospitals, or
not duly licensed to provide health care services and are not
employed by or have a financial interest in any person or entity
providing health care services. Blue Cross of Southern
California (BCSC) and Blue Cross of Northern California (BCNC)
would each appoint 5 provider directors and 5 public directors.
The designation of provider directors and public directors by
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August 6, 1982

ClOJJ 825-5721

WR!T[~'S

C:HJftCT DIAL NUMSf:P

213-629-7695

The Honorable Alister McAlister
Chairman, Assembly Committee on
Finance, Insurance and Commerce
State Capitol Building, Room 3112
Sacramento, California 95814
Re:

A.B. 2465 - Joint Conference Hearing

Dear Alister:
This letter is written on 'behalf of the Hospital
Council of Southern California pursuant to your letter of
July 19, 1982, requesting response to certain specific questions. ~ve appreciate the opportunity to respond to this
matter and we will be present to present oral testimony and
respond to questions at the Committee Hearing scheduled for
August 11 at 1:30 p.m. Our responses tp your specific questions are as follows:
1. The merger has been completed with all
necessary regulatory approvals. The approval from the
hospital point of view was roughly ten to one in favor of
the merger. The delay in the approval had occurred because
of the need to clarify the merger terms so they could be
fully understood by those who were voting upon them.

•

2. Blue Cross of California has no corporate
membership. Its board members originate from the two prior
corporations in accordance with the articles and bylaws
which we assume have been filed with your Committee.
On the matter of corporate membership, we
feel very strongly that the availability of the use of corporate membership for an 11-A corporation or any other nonprofit corporation should be continued. As a public benefit
corporation under the nonprofit corporation law the use of
members is contemplated and, from our broad practice in the
nonprofit corporation field, we can assure you that by far
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MUSICK, PEELER & GARRETT
A LAW PARTNERSHIP INCLUDING PROF"ESSIONA.L CORPORATIONS

The Honorable Alister McAlister
August 6, 1982
Page 3

'

further confuse the issue with changes in board structure
and breaks in continuity of experience and knowledge could
be extremely harmful. We have heard no evidence as to any
serious problems which have occurred in the past and the
legislative activity coupled with the intense supervision
of the Commissioner of Insurance should more than adequately
protect the public interest. In conclusion, our recommendation to you and your Committee is, "if it ain't broke,
don't fix it." Additional regulation is contrary to the
trend, particularly in the highly competitive area of health
care and in particular health care insurance.
Respectfully submitted,
MUSICK,
By

~EELER

I

jh//iCj

& GARRETT

/

C.,

/

'(\frames E. Ludlam
JEL:k
cc:

Mr. Carl Weissburg
Mr. Ross E. Stromberg
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At£ AGa ,.~

William E. Barnaby
Attorney at Law

1005- 12th Street, Suite G
Sacramento, California 95814
(916) 448-1125

August 9, 1982

Mr. Sal Bianco
Principal Consultant
Assembly Committee on Finance, Insurance and Commerce
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814
Mr. Sheldon Davidow
Senior Consultant
Senate Committee on Insurance and Indemnity
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re:

AR 2465 (McAlister)

Dear Sal and Sheldon:
Thank you for your recent letter alerting me to the August 11
Conference Committee hearing on the above-cited bill.
I plan to attend the hearing; and I will be prepared to testify
on behalf of The Health Plan of America, if only to reiterate the
concerns raised in my letter of May 27 to Committee members (a copy is
enclosed for ease of reference). Similarly, I am not in a DOSition to
respond to your questions regarding the Blue Cross merger. I do not
know the details of that transaction nor of the organizational framework of the new entity.
As stated earlier, THPA is attempting to form a statewide health
maintenance network (HMO) organized around participating Catholic
hospitals. It is 1n the process of encouraging participation by these
hospitals and medical staffs. It is based on an exciting concept; and
it has tremendous potential, but developing it into a financially
viable operation is a task requiring a considerable investment in
time, energy, commitment, and money.
The problems of THPA are, I suggest, far different froo those
affecting the Blue Cross situation. That is why we seek exemption of
any such plan having fewer than 250,000 subscribers from the proposed
changes to Insurance Code Sections 11496 and 11498.
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Mr. Sal Bianco
Mr. Sheldon Davidow
August 9. 1982
Page 3

Many thanks, again, for your courtesies.
Si r/Jre ly,

•

WEB:fm

Ri(

Barnaby

Enclosure
cc:

The Health Plan of America
California Association of Catholic Hospitals
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AB 2465 Conference Committee

A G E N D A

I.

Testimony followed by Question

& Answer Period

In Order of Appearance:

II.
III.

c.

A.

Insurance Commissioner Robert

Quinn

B.

Emery B. Dowell
California

C.

James Ludlam representing California Hospital Association and Hospital Council of Southern California

D.

Carl Weissburg representing United Hospital Association

E.

William Barnaby representing Health Plan of America

representing Blue Cross Plan of

Discussion of Amendments by Conference Committee Members
Adjournment
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FINANCE, INSURANCE,
McAlister, Chairman

TO:

COMMERCE

Members of As
Sal

o,

11

1

tant

Analysis of Amendment
Conference Committee
DATE:

5

5 (MeAl

ter) for

t

May 26, 1982

PRIOR ACTION:
Assembly Finance, Insurance and Commerce
3/3/82: Do Pass as amended to Consent 12-0;
3/ll/82: Passed 71-0; Senate Insurance and
5/3/82: Do Pass to Consent 3-0; Senate Floor, 5/6/
33-0; To Governor, 5/11/82; Assembly
oor, 5/20/82
Rescinded; Senate Floor, 5/20/82: Passed as Amended
Assembly Floor, 5/24/82: Senate amendments refus
concurrence.
SUMMARY INTRODUCTION:
The proposed conference committee
ert stricken language in Section 1
the bill
1 s to the operative date of ordinary or industr
insurance policies; and, 2) strike Section 9 of the bi
insert language
new Sections 9 and 10 to address the
organization and governance of the
Plans
California. Attached is the copy of
set
conference committee amendments.

d

1)

DI
Current law, as a result
11
(McAlister - Ch.
767 of the Statutes of 1981), contains Insurance Code provisions
establishing the specifics of
1980 National Assoc
ion of
Insurance Commissioners' approved Model
1
Valuation and
forfeiture
serve Policy requirements. Insurers offering
ordinary insurance are to be permitted to elect an "operative
date" when all insured policies will comply with mortal
table
new minimum non-forfeiture value formulas.
This bill is an urgency measure correcting technical
language to clarify Legislat
to prevent a
misinterpretat
of specified
s" for insurance
pol
s (Conference Committee amendment I
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0
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Senate !'lay
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~
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insert::

1
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20.

nte
e
1, as
e out nand 111J6n and

11136, 11496, and 11458

Amendme t 2
38 a
On page J,. l:etween l i

•

39

nsert::

!his section shall net apply to rd na
or
industrial policies issued on or after the o rat ve date
of Section 101t3.2.

Amendment 3
on page 26, line 7, st ke out

SEC.

and

insert:
SEC- 9.
amended to read:

Section 11496 of the Insurance

is

1149€.
Persons desiring to form an
it
hospital service corporation shall
orporate
nt to
the provisions of this chapter and the Ncnprcfit Hospital
Service Plan law (Article 4 {commencing wi h Sect
10840)
of Part 11 of Division 2 of Title 1 of the Ccr rations
Code) and the provisicns of the Non ofit Pub
Bene£
co~pcration Law (Part 2 (commencing with Sect
511
of
Division 2 of Title 1 of the Ccrpcrations Code) or the
Nonprofit Mutual_Benefit Corporation law (Part
(commencing with Section 7110} of Divis D 2 cf
the Ccrforations Code), so far as the provisions
Nonprofit Corporation taw are a licatle an not
inconsistent with thi~ chafter.
~2 .QQ.Q££ofi! ho~pitg!
2£~!~!ing YnQg! !n!~ £h~!~! ~!!~!
hg!~ ~~ £122~ 2! £2!12!~1~ ~~!Cef§~
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SEC. 10.
Section 114SS of the
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11498.
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representatives of hcsp ta
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Finance, Insurance and Commerce

FROM:

Sal Bianco, Principal Consultant

SUBJECT:

Merger of the Blue Cross

Members

ans of California

ss Plans North and
As you may be aware,
late May, Assembly Bill
South are in the process of merging.
2465 (McAlister) was withdrawn from
Governor's Desk and
placed in Conference Committee. The purpose of the Conference
Committee was to address the merger. No action was taken.
intention was to access the action
par
s concerned with
same.
merger and the status and result
The Conference Committee members are compos
of
members of the insurance committees of
Houses. They are
Assemblymen McAlister, Papan and Imbrecht and
s Robb
Keene and Davis.
reconvene to
action.

On August 11, the AB
testimony
de

Committee
courses

11

The above information is to inform you of the
actions taken thus far. Attached
a copy of the Ju
19, 1982
letter of invitation to testify addressed to Insurance
Commissioner Robert Quinn. The questions set forth on page 2
the letter indicate the scope of our
Should you des
additional information or copies of
materials,
ease
feel free to contact me.
SB:ely
Enclosure
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I

Mr. Robert Quinn
Insurance Commissioner
Department of Insurance
700 L Street, Third Floor
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Bob:
As you are aware, the Conference Committee on Assembly
Bill 2465 (McAlister) met in late May to address the proposed
merger of the Blue Cross Plans of California (North and South).
No action was taken. Conference Committee members indicated
their intention to assess the actions of parties concerned with
merger and the status and results of merger at a later date
prior to proceeding legislatively.
On August 11, 1982, at 1:30 p.m. in Room 319 at the
State Capitol, the AB 2465 Conference Committee will convene to
take testimony and determine additional courses of action. On
behalf of the Conference Committee, we invite you to personally
attend and testify.
The month of August will entail a busy legislative
schedule. Thus. a carefully prepared agenda with maximum time
limits per witness has been established. Should you desire to
testify, you are urged to prepare verbal testimony within your
allotted time. The Conference Committee would prefer your
submi 3ion of written responses to the questions stated herein
prior to the hearing. You are invited to provide as much
written documentation as you deem appropriate. Twelve copies of
your written responses and documentation should be submitted to
Assemblyman McAlister to the attention of Sal Bianco, Principal
Consultant to the Assembly Committee on Finance, Insurance and
Commerce, State Capitol, Room 3112, Sacramento, CA 95814.
Submission prior to the hearing will enable us to distribute
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Mr. Robert Quinn
Julv 19, 1982
Page 3

Should you have any questions, please contact either
Sal Bianco at (916) 445-9160, or Sheldon Davidow at (916)
445-0825.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely yours,

•
SAL BIANCO
Principal Consultant
Assembly Committee on
Finance, Insurance and
Commerce

SHELDON DAVIDOW
Senior Consultant
Senate Committee on
Insurance and Indemnity

SB:ws
cc:

Mr. Brian \'Valkup
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ALAN ROBBINS
CHAIRMAN
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•

TO:

Members, Insurance and

At the request of Senator Robbins,
for members of the Committee to
developments related to the

recent

Early in 1982, Blue Cross
to merge into a single
The rationale stated for
strengthen the financial position
a unified
would result
costs due to economies of
employer/members based
by a single, unified health program.
The plan was
subject to
executive boards

by
new structure

Insurance

Formal approval of
the boards of both
ment by ballot of
There are no "corporate
"Corporate members" are
principal
hospitals who,
have the r
to ratify or reject
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'

and Re

Based
deserved
the
tak

ssue

statement

Another issue raised in
interested parties was the
Blue Cross board appointed
The rationale is that with four
and the funding of probably $1
annually, as well as its vast
state, the state has a vested and
stability and efficient operation
Staff
found that Michigan, Ohio,
have such public appointments on
Related to the board composition,
tion has registered its interest
to 6
consumer/40% provider rather
concept embodied in the
The formal board changes, if any, will of
con
co~mittee to determine
Blue Cross board, some concensus
legislators as well as staff seems
66-2/3% consumer or 14 members
appointed by the Governor, Senate
and 33-1/3%
or 7

date of August
conference committee.

has

Insurance
s
1 be
amendments and the status
his
of the
Cross merger. It is
this
no formal documentation
merger has been presented to the
1 be
Cross
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Mr. Robert Quinn
Insurance Commissioner
Department of Insurance
700 L Street, Third Floor
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Bob:
As you are aware, the Conference Committee on Assembly
Bill 2465 (McAlister) met in late May to address the propo
merger of the Blue Cross Plans of California {Nor
and South).
No action was taken. Conference Committee members indicated
their intention to assess the act
parties concerned with
merger and the status and results of merger at a later date
prior to proceeding legislatively.

On August 11, 1982, at 1:30 p.m. in Room 319 at the
State Capitol, the AB 2465 Conference Committee will convene to
take testimony and determine additional courses of action. On
behalf of the Conference Committee, we invite
to
sonally
attend and testify.
The month of August will entail a busy legislative
schedule. Thus, a carefully prepared ag~nda with maximum time
limits per witness has been established. Should you desire to
testify, you are urged to prepare verbal testimony within your
allotted time. The Conference Committee would prefer your
submi~~ion of written responses to
questions stated herein
prior to the hearing. You are invited to provide as much
written documentation as you deem appropriate. Twelve
your written responses and documentation should be submitted to
Assemblyman McAlister to the attention of Sal Biancot Pr
1
Consultant to
Assembly Committee on
, Insurance
Commerce, Stat Capitol, Room 3112, Sacramento, CA 95 4.
Submission prior to the hearing will enable us to
tr
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9
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you
( 916)

any
stions. please contact
-9160, or Sheldon Davidow at (916)

Thank you for your attent
Sincere

s matter.

yours.

SAL BIANCO
Principal Consultant
Assembly Committee on
Finance, Insurance and
Commerce

SHELDON DAVIDOW
Senior Consultant
Senate Committee on
Insurance and

SB:ws
cc:

to

Mr. Brian ivalkup
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Dear Skip:
As you are aware,
Bill
65 (McAlister)
merger of the Blue
No action was
the
intention to assess
merger and the status
prior to proceeding

319 at
11 convene to
act
to

On August
State
itol,
take testimony and
behalf of the Conference
,qttend and testi
The month
Thus, a
li~its
r witness
testify. you are
allotted time.
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of wr
prior to the
written documentat
your written re
Assemblyman MeAl
Consultant to
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Submission pr
these items to
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schedule.
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Dear Mr. Gamble:
As you are aware,
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prior to proceeding 1
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Dear Mr. Weissburg:
As you are aware,
Bill 2465 (McAlister) met in late
merger of the Blue Cross Plans
No action was taken.
their intention to assess
merger and the status and results
prior to
oceeding legislat
ly.
Room 31 at
On August 11, 1982, at 1:30 p.m.
Committee
11 convene to
State Capitol, the AB 2465
1 courses
action. On
take testimony and determine
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attend and testify.
The month of
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Dear Bill:
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Gentlemen:
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with issuance of a
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Cross of
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Department
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nor suggests one

, Blue Cross
class as provided in
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by Chapter 1
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market authority. We submit
subject to government partie
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The Honorable Alister McAlister
6, 1982

its
affairs and that of the state without the nee
accountabili
that the electoral proce s
to beari

The Board of Directors of Blue Cross of
is
sed of
one
s,
consume
ten representatives of provider interests.
It is our
understanding that the Board, has all of the authori
powers that are bestowed upon directors
the
on laws of this state,
ect only to the neces ary
s and superceding authority, if any, of the Insurance
Code;
4.
It is our belief that there is no need to
the present law which
des that
than
one-half of the directors of such an
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dul appo nted representatives of
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icians .
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der representative
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interest
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hospitals and
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conside
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concerns
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rai
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members.
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The name, objects and purposes of
s corporation
be as provided in the Articles of Incorporation.
Section 2.

11

Principal Offices.

The Board of Directors (
"Board") shall
the
location of the principal execut
office of the corporation at
any place within the service area of the corporation.
Section 3.

Other Offices.

The Board may at any time establish branch or subordinate offices at any place or places within the service area of
the corporation.
ARTICLE

Section 1.

Powers.

The corporate powers of
exercised, its property control
the Board.
Section 2.

s corporation shall be
its affairs conducted by

Number of Directors.

The Board shall consist
-one (21) members, ten
(10) of whom shall be designat
ss of Southern
California ("BCSC"), ten (10) of
shall be designated by Blue
Cross of Northern Cali
a C'BCNC") and one (1) of
shall
be the President.

All directors of this corporat
o
than the
President shall be duly qualified and currently serving as

-80-

directors of either
or BCNC, If
director, the
term as a
ctor of BCSC or
then t
ir term as a director of the corporat
~utomatically.
Ten (10) of the
corporation shall
duly appoint
resentat
with which the corporation has contracts
hospital services or duly qualified
licensed
physic
holding valid and unrevoked certi
medicine or surgery ("provider directors"),
shall be designated by BCSC and five (5) of whom
designat
by BCNC
One (l) of the provider direct
by BCSC and two (2) of the provider directors desi
shall be duly qualified and licensed
icing
Eleven (11) of the twenty-one (21) directors of
shall be persons who are~ representatives of ho
not duly licensed to prov:rde health care services
employed by or have a financial interest in any
providing health care services ("public directors )
whom shall be designated by BCSC, five {5) of whom
designated by BCNC and one (1) of whom shall be
Pres
The designation of provider directors and
lie directors
BCSC shall be accompanied by the written approval of
designation by the provider directors and public
respectively, of BCSC, and the desi
ion of
directors, physician provider
rectors
lie
BCNC shall be accompanied by the
t en approval
designat
by the hospital
rectors,
provider directors and public
The offices of the dire
to twenty-one (21), inclus
.
ices
(7), ten (10) eleven (11) and twenty (
public directors, and offices f
(5), e
eighteen ( ) and nineteen (19) shall
directors designated by BCSC. Of ces
(4)
een (14), sixteen (16) and seventeen
fil
by public directors, and offices
(2), twelve (12), thirteen (13)
fifteen
by prov
rectors
signat
one (21)
11 be filled by the Pres
Section 4.

Terms of

ctors.

EKcept for the
ial terms
the term of each director except the
be for
(3) years and until a successor
qualifi
No
serve more
full terms as a
ctor. The
ial terms
1
fol
ces numbered one (1) through seven
shall be for the term of one (1) year; offices
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(2)
(20L
Office numbered
the Board of
Section 8 of Art c

s

•

the appointment or e
the number and designation
sons thereafter success
serve for the term f
elected to o
ce
term fixed and established
same qualifications as
ctor o
elected to such numbered office
election to fill a vacancy
1
office in which the vacancy
elected to fill
vacancy
as the director
ly
office.
Section 5.

Meet

ctors.

Regu
meet
within or without the
nated from time to t
absence of such des
the princ
o
ce
poration. No notice
given.
within or
nated in

•
mail,
direct
who wou
promptly
All such notices
or telephone number
ation. Any notices sent
in the United States mail at
time set for
meeting and
delivery, te
or te
or given to
telegraph

address

3

prior to the date and time set for the meeting.
not ce
shall state the date and time, and if the meet
to
at a location other than the principal office o
the location of the meeting. Special meetings of
be held whenever called by the Chairman of the Board
three (3) members of the Board.
Notwithstanding the provisions of this Sect
Article II to the contrary, a regular or speci
meet
Board may be held at any place consented to in writing
the members of the Board, either before or fall
meeting. Any meeting, regular or special, may be
ference telephone or similar communication
all directors participating in the meeting can hear one
and all such directors shall be deemed to be present
such meeting.
The first organizational meeting of the
place within sixty (60) days after the date of
the corporation, at which meeting of cers shall
other business transacted. Thereafter, within s
after any meeting at which six (6) or more directors
appointed or elected, the directors shall meet for
of officers and the transaction of any other bus
such meeting, all officers shall hold over.
Section 6.

Quorum.

A majority of the authorized number of
constitute a quorum for the transaction of bus
adjourn, in which case a majority of the
whether or not constituting a quorum, may
another
e, time and place. Every act or
sion
by a majority of the directors present at a meet
which a quorum is present shall be the act of
Bo
to the provisions of the California Nonprofit Corporat
other provisions of these Bylaws. A meeting at whi
a
initially present may continue to transact bus
standing the withdrawal of directors, if any act
approved by at least a majority of the requ
meeting. Any action required or permitted to be t
Board may be taken without a meeting, if all members
Board, individually or collectively, consent in writ
action. Any action by written consent shall
and effect as the unanimous vote of the Board.
written consents shall be filed with the Minutes o
proceedings of the Board.
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Sect

to
(3)
autowho
meetings of the
term of office shall
consecutive term

consecutive meet
matically resi
is absent from one
Board
not be
of of ce.
Section 8.

l

Vacancies.

A vacancy or vacancies
deemed to
exist in the event of (i) the
of
any director, ( ii) the declarat
ard of
the vacancy of the office of a
rector
of
unsound mind by an order of court or
has
been found by final order of a j
or j
of
to
have breached a duty under
fornia Corporations
Sections
5230, 5231, or 10844, (iii)...!!L-inc:ease......iil-J:he autho:rizc.d.....n'!:.!mR~'!='
o_f.ddir_e.ctors ··of the~corpoxa.t.ign by
to t ..b~~~ Bylaws,
(iv) the written request for renu:war-or-a-·provider dire- o'r or
public director designated
BCSC by a maj
of the provider
directors or public directors,
ct
ly, o BCSC or (v) the
written request for removal of a
spital provider director,
physician provider director or public
ctor designated by BCNC
by a majority of the hospital provider
rectors, physician
provider directors or public directors, respectively, of BCNC.
In the event that a director ceases to
quali cations
required for his election pursuant to S
3 of Article II,
the Board shall declare the
ctor vacant as of
the date the Board first
or s qual
cation
ceased.

Section 9.

Filling of

Except for vacancy of
vacancies on the Board shall
either
or BCNC,
is vacat
, in accordance
Section 3 of this Artie
one (21) shall be fill
of the Board, which
meeting of the
purpose of
11
vacancy shall pos
director as set
director so elect
office vacat

twenty-one (21),
organization,
or
se office
set forth in
twentymembers
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Sect

the

act

on
Board, (iii)
Board or
repeal
resolut

amendab
no·minee

or
transacti
{d)
Se

a

Section 1. Officers
The of cers of
shall be a Chairman of
the Board, a President, a
a Treasurer, all of
which officers must be elected
Board. Any number of
offices may be held by the same person
that neither the
Secretary nor the Treasurer may serve concurrently as the
President or Chairm~n of the Board.
Section 2.

Election of Officers ..

The officers of the corporation, except such officers as
may be appointed in accordance with the
sions of Section 3,
Section 5 or Section 8 of this Artie
, shall be chosen
annually by the Board and each shall
ld his office until he
shall resign or shall be removed or otherwise disqualified to
serve or his successor shall be elected and qualified. The
Chairman of the Board shall be so chosen annually from among the
public directors of the corporation.
Section 3.

Subordinate Officers.

ze the appointment of such
The Board may elect or
corporation may require,
other officers as the business of
, have such authoreach of whom shall hold office
r such
in the Bylaws or as
ity and perform such duties as are
or determine.
the Board may from time to time
Section 4.

Removal of Officers.

Any officer may be removed
by a majority of the directors at
lar or special meeting of the Board.
Section 5.

Vacancies.

A vacancy in any office
removal, di
ification or
the manner provided or authori
office.
Section 6.

with or without cause
office at any regu-

e of death, res
ion,
r cause shall be illed in
herein for appointment to such

Term of Office.

The officers of the corporation, other than the President shall, unless sooner removed, hold office for a term of (1)
year and until their successors are chosen and qualifi

-70 -86-

Section 7.

Chairman of the Board.

The Chairman of the Board shall, if present,
at
all Board meetings. He may call special meetings
special meetings of standing committees whenever he deems
necessary. He shall exercise and perform such other powers and
duties as may from time to time be assigned by the Board.or
prescribed by the Bylaws.
Section 8.

President.

The President shall be the chief executive o
cer of
the corporation. He shall have general and active management of
the business and lffairs of the corporation, subject to the
supervision, order and direction of the Board. The Pres
shall be a member of the Board and shall be elected by
His term of office shall be fixed and established
the
from time to time.
Section 9.

Secretary.

The Secretary shall keep a full and complete record
the proceedings of the Board and of regular or special
ation meetings. He shall keep the seal of this corporat
affix the same to such papers and instruments as
in the regular course of business. The Secretary
such other duties as pertain to the office or as
the Board.
Sect

,10.

Treasurer.

The Treasurer shall keep, or cause to
11
accurate accounts of receipts and disbursements in
kept for that purpose. He shall receive
depos , or cause to
be received and deposited, all monies and other valuables of the
corporation, in the name and to the credit of the
~ in
such depositories as provided for by the Board. He
1 disburse, or cause to be disbursed, the funds of the corporation as
provided by the Board, taking proper vouchers for such dis
bursements. He shall render to the President and to
whenever they may· require, accounts of all his transact
as
Treasurer and of the financial condition of the corporation. He
shall, in general, perform all the duties incident to the of ce
of the Treasurer, subject to the control of the Board.
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ARTICLE

Section 1.

of

These Bylaws or
repealed only as provided in
copy of any proposed amendment
to each director at least five
meeting at which the vote is t
Section 2.

of may be amended .or
Articl s of Incorporation. A
laws shall be del
red
to the date of the

Indemnification.

This corporation shall indemni
and
fend each
director, officer, employee or agent of this corporation for
loss, liability and expenses incurred by su
person in the
exercise of his or her duties wi
re
ct to this corporation in
accordance with and to the full extent
t
by Section 5238
of the California Corporations Code
any corresponding
provision of future California law; provided, however, that any
person seeking to be indemnified or he
harmless pursuant to the
foregoing shall be required, as a precondition thereto, to pay or
promise to pay to the corporation any insurance
fits already
paid or otherwise payable to the said person on account of the
matter for which indemnity is s
Notwi
t
any of the
foregoing, neither the corporation nor
s Board shall perform
any act which shall have the effect of enabling any insurer to
avoid liability under any
icab
licy of officers and
directors liability or other liabili
insurance, and any such
act or any provision contained in these
laws having such an
effect shall be deemed to be null and void. The right of
indemnification hereby created shall not
construed to defeat
any right or indemnificat
otherwise
zed by law.
Section 3.

Severability.

Any provision of these
law or otherwise be held invalid
extent of such prohibition or
or otherwise render inef ct
of these Bylaws.
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may be prohibited by
ffective only to the
1 not invalidate
provisions

CERTIFICATE OF SECRETARY

The undersigned certifies:
(1) That the undersigned is the acting Secretary of
Blue Cross of California, a California nonprofit corporation; and
(2) That the foregoing bylaws constitute the bylaws
said corporation as duly adopted at a meeting of the Board of Di
duly held on the lOth day of June, 1982.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name and
affixed the seal of said corporation this lOth day of June, 1982.
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ARTICLES OF

BLUE CROSS

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE

•

s:

The undersigned,
r
purpose of
rming a nonprofit
hospital service corporation under Chap er 11-A of the Insurance
Code of the State of Cali rnia, as amended, does hereby certify
as follows:
FIRST:

The name of the corporation shall be
BLUE CROSS OF CALIFORNIA

SECOND: This corporation is a nonprofit
lie
nefit
corporation and is not organized for the private ga1n o any
person.
It is organized under the
refit Public Benefit
Corporation Law for public purposes.
THIRD:

The purposes for which it is formed are:

(a) To establish, maint
operate a nonprofit
hospital service plan under and pursuant to the provisions of
Chapter 11-A of the Insurance Code of
State of California as
amended.
(b) To purchase, acquire, own, hold, manage, sell,
assign, transfer, lease, mortgage, pl
, exchange, or othe~ise
dispose of, without limit, su
personal property of any
kind and description, within or
hout the State of
lifornia,
suitable, necessary, useful or
s le in connection wi
any
or all of the objects herein set forth.
(c) To acquire, undert
,
pay for, in cash or in
any manner whatsoever, the goodwill,
s, assets,
property
of every kind, and to undert
or assume the whole or any part
of the obligation or liabilities of any
rson, firm,
association, or corporation.
(d) To receive
fts,
ses legacies and bequests of
every kind and description and to perform any and all acts
necessary to realize said gifts, devises, legacies, and bequests
and to make the same available to further the purposes of the
corporation.

(e)

lL

porat
state,
thereof,
purposes

or col
of any
accumulate, compile, and
st
a whi
be
he
erests of
to
spital service.

and o
in its

e
1

To establish
of service
r
service to its subscribers
su
ot
activities as may be
ment of the public health and
lie.
(g)

st

----·---

(h) To borrow money and issue
and evidences of indebtedness
to ecure
formance of its obligations by mortgage,
otherwise.
(i) To lend
sell, assign,
deal in
edness of
hereafter
al
0

cou

j)

State of
ss.

li

lauses
tations, expression,
rs or purpo
rict
any

e

corporation but·it is hereby expressly declared that all other
lawful powers not inconsistent therewith are hereby included.
FOURTH: The name and address
of this corporation's initial agent

s

the State of California
ce of process is:

Stephen D. Vogt
2 55 Oxnard Street
Woodland Hills, California
---·--- .. .-- ·.------------~------······
///

-----

FIFTH:

The corporation has no capital stock and shall
._ _________________
.. ___ /./
SIXTH: The term of the corporation shall-be l.n.--perpetuity.

~-~e~~e_rs

•

91367

.

SEVENTH: The Board of Directors, by a vote of a
\ majority of the directors then authorized to serve, may make,
alter, amend or repeal the Bylaws of the corporation, except that
any ch~f1g~_!_n By!~"!.~_provisi_Ens c~_r:s~_;:'!_l_ing_t:_he number of
~t~rs.__o_;: c:>f any_ cla~;;__o_~ __directo!'s.~_ a:s_ ~h-~t term ~fin~d
J.n th.EL]Ul!J.:ws_.i._.f_ the corporation,· ·or in the ql!_C!-.(filcat-iOns,
~nat.i.cO......OI-Iemoval-of· any···a1-recfor, ··_shall __ ~~q~ire- the prior
,w:ri.t:ten_~P-t:..QY~l.of the entity having the right to ··designate such
directQ_LQ_;:___class .. af directors- and, to the ~}Cfe_n·f-any· such change
will ~_dy~~~~ly_affe.ct a class of directors --of tiieJ:-6i':porati...Qn,
.~!-:!c:n c~nge sha~l__ al~o require··_the .E.r...io:_w:r.i~D,~p_pr~~~-~-t-~e
same c~J.rectors of the des:1.gnat:1.ng entJ.ty as the class ·of
d1j·ect.c.rs of the-corporation to be adverse.JY.-affec1:.e21::···-i'l:ie _______ _
corp_<?J'.E-_tiOn-may._in its Bylaws confer powers ~~-n· its directors ifl:
add~~on~=t·o-=:-~J:l~ _foregoing and in_ad_c!~t!p.!l_~o the-powers--and- ....
authorities expres..s!yconferred upon them by statute.
~--~
.
- -·~-.
-~-~"-- ..__._---.
EIGHTH: The corporation reserves the right to amend,
alter, change, or repeal any provision contained in these
Articles of Incorporation in the manner now or hereafter prescribed by statute, and all rights conferred upon the corporation
hereunder are created subject to this reservation, except that
any change in these Articles of Incorporation provisions
concerning the number of directors or of any class of directors,
as that term is defined in the Bylaws of the corporation, or in
the qualifications, designation or removal of any director, shall
requir7 ~written a-epr_qya_l_.Q_f_ __ th7-~:>:t_i'ty_ hav~LE_he right
to des~gnate such--atrectoror class of dJ.rectQE_s ana, to fffe··ext"enf-any--s·uch change will adverse"iy affect a crass -<rr-a1rectors
of -the· corporation, such change shall also req.tii're-·the ·prior
written-approval of the same class of director_s- of· the
designating entity··as the class of directors of_the corporation
to

---------·-

_,..

be ad2ely a_t._t.:cted. ··--'

7,

.

·

--39-2-

NINTH: The property of this corporation, a
spita service corporation, is hereby irrevo
public purposes; upon the
andonment liquidat on
of this corporation, its net assets shall be
st
Board of Directors for such public purposes as a maj
ers of the Board of Directors may determine. In no event may
the net assets be distributed so as to inure directly or
irectly to the benefit of any private individual, organization,
corporation, trust or to any of cer, member or
rector thereof.
Dated:

4, 1982.

BLUE CROSS OF NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA, a California
nonprofit corporation

BLUE CROSS OF
CALIFORNIA
nonprofit c

B

B

The undersigned hereby declares that he is
pers
executed the foregoing Articles of
ration
Blue Cross of Northern California
California, respectively, which execut
such
rations.
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BILL lANCASTER
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AUSTER McALISTER
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August 16, J982

MEMO TO:

l\1errcbers, Conference Corrunittee on AB 2465 Blue Cross of California Merger (McAlister)

FROM:

Sal Bianco, Principal Consultant
Assembly Finance Insurance & Commerce Committee
Sheldon Davidow, Senior Consultant
Senate Insurance & Indemnity Con~ittee

SUBJEC'I:

•

Update and Agenda for AB 2465 Conference Committee
Meeting August 18, 1982 - 2:00 p.m., Room 317

Attached is the Agenda for the AB 2465 ConfErence
CoJ;U<,i t tee meeting schede led for August 18.
We have p:::-ev iously
distributed to you at your Capitol Office our August 9
memorandu~/agenda package and our August 10 supplementary
package.
Should you have any questions, please feel free to call
us.
SB:ws
Enclosure

.......
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WlLLIA..
GEORGE
GENERAL COUNSEL

Ross JOHNSON
VIC£ CHAIRMAN

Tou BANE
DouGLAS H BOSCO

C!talifnrnia roegislature

WADlE 0EODEH
LEROY F GREENE
CHARLES IUBRECHT
WILLIAM H. IVERS
Bill lANCASTER
JOHN R lEWIS
LEO T MCCARTHY
PATRICK J NOLAN
LOUtS J PAPAN
RICHARD ROBINSON
LA~Av STIRLING
AP~ ToRRES
CURTIS TUCKER
FRANK VtCENCtA
BRUCE YOUNG

CHARLENE MATHIAS
PRihClPA;. CONSULTANT
SAL StANCO
PRINCIPAl CONSUlT ANT

BE""" YEARWOOD
COMMrTTEE SECRETAAY

1\nsembltt ctommiHtt

SlAT£ CAPiTOl BUILDING
AOO!ool 3112

on

Yinancr. 11nnurnncr anb Qromm.erct

SACRAUENTO CALIFOANIA
96814

lt16t <4Sil60

ALISTER McALISTER
CHAIRMAN

I
AB 2465 Conference Committee

A G E N D A
I.

Testimony followed by Question

& Answer Period

In Order of Appearance:

II.
III.

c.

A.

Insurance Commissioner Robert

Quinn

B.

Emery B. Dowell
California

C.

James Ludlam representing California Hospital Association and Hospital Council of Southern California

D.

Carl Weissburg representing United Hospital Association

E.

William Barnaby representing Health Plan of America

representing Blue Cross Plan of

Discussion of Amendments by Conference Committee Members
Adjournment
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS
for
INSURANCE COMMISSIONER QUINN
1.

What steps would you take to permit your Department to review
the relative benefit/detriment effect of merger?

2.

Are you prepared to submit suggested language to amend present
Insurance Code provisions to accomplish this objective?

3.

Blue Cross of California has no classes of corporate membership.
Does Section 11496 apply to any entity presently
under your jurisdiction?

4.

Do you presently have jurisdiction over Blue Cross of Northern
or Southern California?
If not, who, in your opinion, does?

5.

In your view, does defacto control by Blue Cross of Northern
and Southern California through its power to appoint the
Board of Directors of Blue Cross of California result in a
new perpetual Board of Directors?

6.

Would you view authority by the Governor and Legislature to
appoint Board of Directors to Blue Cross of California as an
alternative to a self-perpetuating Board?

7.

Does such defacto control result in Blue Cross of Northern and
Southern California acting as insurance holding companies?

8.

In your view, what is a public benefit corporation?

9.

Should the Chairperson of the Board of Directors be an appointed
public member?

10.

Regarding the Health Plan of America dilemma, would a three-year
trigger period commencing on January 1, 1983, for this
specific entity and such a three-year trigger commencing at the
time of incorporation for entities formed after January l, 1983,
under 100,000 subscribers adequately address THPA's concerns?
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QUESTIONS FOR CONFERENCE HEARING
TO
COMMISSIONER ROBERT QUINN
Relative to Point #2:

0 You state that merger approval prov1s1ons should be beefed up.

Would you
specify in v:hat manner and recommend appropriate language and code sections?

Relative to Point #3:

Q Would you expand on why the prohibition of corporate membership is necessary
and whether such a prohibition is in your opinion urgent and vital to the fiscal
integrity and stable operation of the merged Blue Cross entity?
Relative to Point #5:

Q Would you care to specify your own op1n1on or evidence from other states as
to the appropriate consumer/provider mix for the 21-member Blue Cross Plan? Do
you feel that there is anything strongly detrimental in allowing the Legislature
to appoint a limited number of "consumer" members to the Board? Does such an
appointment process take place in other states? What data can you give us on
the ramifications of appointing additional consumer members?
Relative to Point #6:

Q Would you please recommend a suggested time frame.

Please cite your

historical evidence for this recommendtion.

Q Since you received the Committee's letter, new articles of incorporation for
Rlue Cross have been submitted to you. Do these articles raise any question of
your regulatory authority of the new Blue Cross entity?
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BLUE CROSS OF CALIFORNIA
BOARD OF DIRECTORS (21)

I.

•

Data
A.

Average age of members is over 60 years

B.

Ethnic Composition:

1.
2.

C.

Hispanic (provider rep.-age 36)
No Blacks
No Asian - Americans
Women (1 provider & 1 consumer)
8 of 10 consumer members are retired

Public sector representation:
NOTE:

None

(1) 1 consumer member is a
municipal court judge
(2) no provider nor consumer
members represent public
employees which constitute
1/3 of Blue Cross subscribers
Example: California State Employees
Association or Teachers

D.

21st member is listed as a consumer representative. However,
he is appointed by the existing 20 members and works for
the corporation.

E.

Co-Chairmen of Board are retired, though one is a former
employee of Pacific Telephone, a significant number of
Blue Cross subscribers are employees of Pacific Telephone.

F.

The Board of Directors of Blue Cross of Northern California
Blue Cross of Southern California appoint and fill all
vacanc s for the 20 members of Blue Cross of California's
Board of Directors.
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FINANCE AND INSURANCE COMMITTEE
Alister McAlister, Chairman

CONFERENCE COMMI
ON AB 2465 (McAlister)
August 18, 1982
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

•

We have, I think, circulated copies of proposed

amendments for the Conference Committee report.
parties.

We have testimony from various

I wonder if anybody on the committee wants to say anything first.

We will start the testimony.
hope that everyone would be brief.

Mr. Quinn, will you come forward?

I would

We are not going to have very long.

have frittered away an hour of precious time, never to be recaptured.

We
Go

ahead.
MR. ROBERT C. QUINN:
continuation.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, this is a

We came in once before expressing our concern there might be

some difficulty with the consolidation of the North and South Blues into one
Blue Cross plan, which the Department favored on the grounds of the corporate
membership of the Southern club.

Since that

consolidation approved by the Department.

time~

there has in fact been a

During the course of that approval,

the Department became concerned (1) that the North and South Blues surrender
their certificates of authority to us and became technically unreachable by the
Department in terms of its authority.
In reviewing the merger, we felt that among other things, we could not
review it in the same terms we would review any other purchase or acquisition
of a semi-situated insurer in the State of California, and expressed that
concern in our desire to see that we have more extended.

The problem that we

originally brought to your attention was that the corporate membership was
capable of vetoing the merger.
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A-1 AB 2465
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2

I point out to you that we believe that it is in the best interest that
there be more consumer representation on the boards, more reflective

the

subscriber community in order that the Blues themselves {and now I suppose you
d call it Blue Cross of California) could be in a position

to,

li

have input from, and board direction from, a representative of the subscri
groups that it represents and not subject to what we believe to be the
long-term guidance of the provider groups.

It

was our view as the Department

of Insurance that the domination of provider groups would have both short-term
and long-term impact in our original hearing.

The short-term impact which we

anticipated was the vetoing of the proposed merger.

The long-term impact is a

continued difficulty in getting the viewpoint of the consumer, the ulti
the Blue.

payor, expressed within the board within the supervision
have exami

the merger documents, it is the opinion of

continues to be the

by the merger.

It is in

because

fact i

tructure between the Blues of the North and the Blues of
re board of directors on a rotati

ng

was our
mi
rectors

would

users of
During

ect

of Cali

tion on

consumers that

our discussions

I was not aware of, al

which

it

serve

communi

in

course

South

basis and, therefore, it

ng--and we urge that the committee carefully considermost appropriate to obtain adequate

whi

pro vi

nion of the Department, that the

dominance is not 1
the i

we

this. I

it appeared in the

learned of a
ier tes

have represented to me, down to the current Blue Cross
ia, that

pitals in the South, as
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Blue Cross of the South and thus

become the guarantors of the solvency
transfer their contracts.

The language is in the letter.

to me and I would assume it to

It was represented

true, that in the event some amendment would

come along increasing the consumer representation on the board at the levels
that we have proposed, that in all likelihood they would be advised to withdraw
the guaranty.

After further study of it, we have attempted to evaluate the

extent to which we regard that guaranty as an asset.

It would be my view that

the Department would not regard that guaranty as an asset of the
Blues.

We do not say it is not without value.

ifornia

What we are trying to weigh now

is the importance of the consumer representation on the board of directors.

In

our view, that does outweigh that problem.

We

We recognize it to be of value.

recognize it is contractual, but I think that there are some limitations and
difficulty in enforcement that would indi

to us that you should listen.

I

recognize from their statements as to why they would withdraw that guaranty

•

because of their concerns, but in the view of the Department, we would not
regard that as an asset nor would we regard it as of value; but it is there and
it has become a major issue that I believe the conference committee should be
concerned with.

In my view, I still feel that the importance of consumer

representation in the days of escalating

ical costs, and we all know

arguments about costs shifts, I think it is very important that the ultimate
beneficiaries have the ability to input to the system.

We have proposed in the

course of the amendments that the membership of the board be significantly
shifted to a 2/3 consumer, 1/3 provider representation.

By doing that, we

beiieve that you can bring to bear the consumer input into the system and not
be subject to the provider dominance, which is natural, even on a 50/
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which we currently have, with one president elected by the board.

The problem

you have is the absolute knowledge of the provider and the difficulty in
overcoming them in those numbers.

So, therefore, it would seem to me that in

cal effect, the 50/50 split with the one president being elected stil
provides continued prdvider control of the organization.

We have also

suggested in the course of amendments, that consideration be given to

use

of members appointed by three separate bodies -- the Legislature and
Governor:

Senate Rules Committee; The Speaker of the Assembly; and the

Governor.

These public members would provide an input and a direct input of a

different view as to competition in and long-range survival of the
institutions.

So that would be our proposal, Mr. Chairman.

ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:
VOICE:

cal care

(inaudible)

SENATOR ROBBINS:

I

All right.

Thank you.

Any

ons?

presume you have seen that memo?

Would it be a correct summarization of your test

that you support the bill as proposed to be amended in that memorandum?
, Sir,

it

ASSEMBLYMAN IMBRECHT:

WOU 1d.

I frankly don•t take exception with your concern

about the public representation, etc., but I am qui

concerned about the

precedent

officials making appointments to the

a nonprofit

on, whether it be this corporation or a

directors
I

am

curious as to your views on that particular issue and why that s really a
necessary part of these amendments.

the board that would elect the membership -- one of the issues became,
you find someone who can be held accountable for the election of the

-103-
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representatives that won't be a member of the other two boards?

It would be

possible, I suppose, to use some alternative vehicle but it seems to us that
the utilization of these three people would, in most cases, assure a balance in
terms of representation provided because of the huge interest of the state in
the plan itself in terms of its own membership through its employees, would
more than likely provide an alternative accountable source for them and I would
say that the primary reason for trying to choose it that way was finding an
outside source of accountability who could in fact do it with some
understanding of what ..•
IMBRECHT:

Why can't you simply set parameters as to the qualifications for

public representation?
QUINN:

I suppose that they

IMBRECHT:

In other words, say, for example, that one of the public members

should be a state employee, another public member should be a certificated
teacher or whatever else might be appropriate.

Wouldn't that solve the same

problem without establishing that
QUINN:

I believe, properly constructed, a demographic form of membership

would be an appropriate criteria and one that would certainly reach some of the
issues that we are talking about.
IMBRECHT:
McALISTER:

Yes.

I think that is an alternative.

Thank you.
Anything else? Thank you.

MR. EMERY DOWELL:

Mr. Dowell.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Conference Committee.

Soap Dowell, representing Blue Cross of California.
When this conference committee was originally scheduled to meet a week ago,
I had anticipated that I would respond essentially as I have responded to the
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houses

make that the burden of my testimony.

I am bound to suggest now

been fully sufficient discussion of all of these matters so that

there

but nevertheless, it seems to me appropriate that we respond to them

the

record so that those facts, and a good many of the questions that were asked of
us were factual questions, are before the committee before it makes its
decisions on its recommendations.
Blue Cross of California is in operation.

The consolidation has been

achieved and Blue Cross of California is now recognized as the si

e state

entity in California entitled by the Blue Cross Association
tes to use that trademark in California.

including the Commissioner of Insurance, as sugges

remaini

concerni

ization
of a

associ a

All of the

th that consolidation have been submitted to the a

provided to the staff

United

ate

copies

your respective committees.

n California.

are no s

B ue Cross of California was issued a

1 its products in California on the first

to

r certificates

We were

ional

ies

authority.

our view of the corporate membership question in

tion organized under Chapter llA of the Insurance Code.
Cross of Cali
tion

been

the consolidation of Rlue Cross as an operatinq insurance

already told you that the surviving

of

es

a

t

t question is

moot

nonprofit
th regard

aws and art cles

new company say that it shall have no members.

iona1 surviving corporation in the South continues to have members.

Its
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ization has already been

organization and the jurisdiction over its
described to you by
21 members.

Commissioner.

R1ue Cross of California has a board of

Election of those members as provided in the new bylaws emanates

from the surviving predecessor corporation.

Blue Cross of Southern California

and Blue Cross of Northern California each is empowered to designate 10

•

directors, five representatives of physicians and hospitals, and five
representatives of the public generally.

The 21st director, and I am being

redundant because I recognize he is the President of the corporation
ex-officio, who is deemed to be a representative of the public.

In the

material that you have, the directors of the new corporation are listed in the
attachment to the material which we have provided to you and their principle
professional affiliations are identified on that roster of directors.

The

boards of directors of the predecessor organizations both have adopted
resolutions expressing the judgment that the California Statute as it pertains
to the director of Chapter llA corporations is satisfactory and should not be
changed.

That is the position of the corporation today; that is the position

that I press upon you now.
McALISTER:

I have a suspicion--! know you are reading from what

submitted to us, right?
DOWELL:

Yes, sir.

McALISTER:

I have read that.

more of it to us? All right.
ROBBINS:

Anybody else want Mr. Dowell to read any

Senator Robbins.

What is the dollar volume of the revenue that Blue Cross gets

from the State of California for our state employees?
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DOWELL:

Senator, I cannot give you a dollar volume figure.

I can give

an enrollment figure.

ROBBI

What is the enrollment figure?

DOWELL:

The total enrollment of public employees is a little

than a million.

Just short of half of those are school

are state, county and municipal employees.

t

employees~

I believe that our share

state employee market in employees and dependents is around 125,000, and

must

issue a caveat that is before the open enrollment period that
suppose you are aware of some of the problems we have had.

I

't

we will come out of that with.
ROBBINS:
rough figure

But you have around a million public employees.

Jf we apply a

the typical contract, a little bit less than

ose to $

a month, wouldn't that get up to a billion dollars that comes from

s

annually?
From pub 1i c emp 1oyees.
How many of the directors -- I know you
serves as a

one judge

irector, not in his capacity as a judge, but as an indivi
that, how many public employee members are there on

There is a munici

1

at

court judge, Judge Oranda from

is a former city manager from Huntington Beach,
Bel
are

Mr. Bels

is not now the city manger of Hu

ngton Beach.

two members of the present board that I would identi
public sector.
Are there any Blacks? Any Asians?
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DOWELL:

Hispanics?

I

have already

oned Judge Oranda.

physician, Dr. Edward Dupont, from Monterey Park.

There is a

On the residual regional

companies in Southern California there is a Black woman, Ms. Bette Williams on
the board of Blue Cross of Southern California.

There is not a Black nor an

Asian on the board of Blue Cross of California .

•

ROBBINS:

I

McALISTER:
DOWELL:

have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
All right.

Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, may I be permitted to address the question of

government appointees that is a matter which I dealt with, but I feel compelled
to deal with, if I may have just a moment.
Blue Cross of California insists that it is not a public entity.

It is

first a nonprofit public .•.
ROBBINS:

Does it insist on that when the issue is whether or not it is to

be subjected to pay gross premium tax?
DOWELL:

Yes, sir.

I

would insist that it is still not a public entity

when and if we were addressing AB 3537 (Robinson).
ROBBINS:

So you would insist that it is a private entity but argue against

the imposition of the ...
DOWELL:

I would argue that it is a nonprofit hospital service

has been organi

an that

under Chapter llA of the Insurance Code and that the issue

of its tax exemption is inherent in that organization as it is for other
companies organi
ROBBINS:

You

elsewhere under the Knox-Keene Act.
't see that as kind of trying to get the best

worlds? That is what your job is as a legislative representative of

-108-

both

as an issue separate, Senator

I would see
see

issue

as

my

ins.

would

the validity of our nonprofit tax exemption

nd at

is moment heavily upon the issue
appointees on

board

t isn't it true

would not

whether or not

Blue Cross of

li

the tax exemption,

ia.

publ

icy

on. that you are somehow affected with the public interest,

you

are strongly
sir.

companies as

That is the allegation of the Knox-

well.
If you

is

are affected by public interest, it seems to me

ic interest of having people on

so a

the current composition

en ted

ic or otherwise,
I acknowl
I am

board

the

exist in
idi

ng

i .

of the points you
ntees,

whether or not there is validi

to

on the issue

a purely

this board can be made more

is

ve

o.

we seek to serve without
are two issues
and the

sl ati

me~

o

consumers to provi

of whatever

di
I

one

by

these are two s

in the wrong di

us much farther in

di

one.
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KEENE:
the point.

Whether or not you are ri

that, I don't mean to belabor

a

I do see a connection between the point that Senator Robbins is
c service tax exemption but are perhaps

making that you seek the nonprofit

somewhat reluctant to reconstitute the board so that it adequately reflects

•

that position.
DOWELL:

I understand you, Senator Keene.

McALISTER:
IMBRECHT:
DOWELL:

You have your position and your role, and we have ours •

Mr. Imbrecht.
Mr. Dowell, can you tell me what your total enrollment is?

Four million. IMBRECHT:

So 25% of the total ... DOWELL:

Something less than that.
IMBRECHT:

Something less than 25% are public employees of one sort or

another.
DOWELL:

Much less than that; not much less.

IMBRECHT:

Approximately 25%.

I asked the Commissioner with respect to ...

I certainly also share some of the concerns with respect to having a board that
is demographically representative of the diversity of the people being serviced
by Blue Cross.

What would be your feeling with respect to the alternative that

I proposed to the Commissioner, whi

he apparently said was acceptable, and

that is to establish some demographic cri

a with respect to the individuals

that can be appointed to the board, but not make those appointments by
governmental entity.
DOWELL:

Mr. Imbrecht, you're suggesting that the statute provide

qualifications for membership on the board ...
IMBRECHT:

For example, X number of the board members should be public

employees and perhaps X number be representatives of school districts, X number
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that.

Our reason for concern for this is that it has been a part of the quid

pro quo for this close relationship between Blue Cross and the hospitals and
their representation on the board and has given great benefit to the
subscribers because hy reason of this relationship there have been more
favorable relationships for the subscriber in the terms of the contracts that

•

are available to them with hospitals.
since the very beginning.

We have had these contracts in place

Our concern is that with the Knox-Keene type, or the

types of plans that have avoided Knox-Keene, we have had some bankruptcies of
health service plans, not Blue Cross, of course, where the hospitals have found
they have been unable to collect their accounts and they are frankly gun-shy of
these types of guarantees.

The close relationship which existed with the

knowledge which they have had, made it possible for them to continue in the
past and we would have to advise them of the change if there was a substantial
change in the board or we might think would be a politicizing of this board
with which we have great concern.

We join Mr. Dowell in indicating that our

greatest concern about the proposals is the proposal for political
appointments.

I know of no other precedent in California of a move on a

private sector of this type.

You could say the same thing for the banks where

they deposit funds, savings and loans and any other entity where the government
does very substantial business.

As a matter of fact, there are two health

plans in California that have probably had a higher percentage of government
employees than Blue Cross.

That would Ross-Loos and Kaiser, both of which are

nonprofits, which are tax exempt.

I think if you are going to start a

precedent in this regard, you would have to look at the precedents you might
have in connection with those plans as well.
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that some standards could be developed to get a new base.

The reason for the

strange mix of the present board of Blue Cross of California, which is only an
organizational board -- it has only had one meeting and there would have to be
changes in that board under the terms of the by-laws as they implement, because
there were just the two executive committees that were used as the
I

incorporating group to create the new corporation, which is what you do on a
merger.

You are looking at a merger which has been legally effected, but has

not been fully implemented from an organizational point of view.

I think we

will see major changes in that structure and the constituency of the board.

I

think they are caught with the fact that their time has not run yet to see what
the ultimate board would be and what the constituency should be.

I think that

there will be concern about it and there is even one public employee -- I don't
know if you would call Senator Breed a former government employee, but he is on
that board of 21.
ROBBINS:

Who? LUDLAM:

Where? LUDLAM:
LUDLAM:

Former Senator Breed. ROBBINS:

From Oakland. ROBBINS:

Senator?

From

How long ago was he a Senator?

I think it has been about 25 years.

He went on as a Senator

incidentally at that time, so there has been some precedent.

There has been no

discrimination against Senators as far as representation on the board.
ROBBINS:

I am glad to hear that we will put Senator Davis on.

very happy there.
cut you short.
LUDLAM:

We are just kidding.

Question, if I may.

He will be

I don't want to

Are you just about to the end?

I just wanted to give our position and as I say, our great concern

is about the governmental appointees.

If there is a need for some assurance of

the control of the consumers, we are willing to work on that issue.
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We believe
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it is

way the structure has been created.

n

t

We attempted to go

briefly with the Commissioner's office yesterday afternoon, but the

consumer control, in our judgment, is guaranteed and if it isn't guaranteed, we
ng one

as

the principles that should be assured.

One quick question.

If the bill were amended to replace the

appointees from government with three appointees from

ues

would be seven provider members and 14 non-provider members. without havi
three appointees from the government agencies.

pitals then

Would the

support the bill?
I would like to modify just one step.

would suggest 40/60 rather than 2/3 - 1/3.

nk in principle I

I

reason

is

numbers involved, and it would assure your consumer

If

route, you would have eight provi
South,

we would have that

or 13, in

a
percent,

the posi

hospita 1

over

on of some

e

in our

onship between

I

I

40

on

1

we

ink

, as

North

es; and if there are

cal, it would establish
a

1e.

i

Blues

in

compromised between 25 and 40 at

nner re 1

are ta ki

would
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back and

that one more

as

lance

• consumer representatives to 8 provi
have

an

four

it would

principle of the consumer con

ink we could

If you have a rotating member, it ta

a good board member of Blue Cross.
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a person to operate.

To have a floating North/South seventh member does create

a very serious problem.

If you go to 60/40, I think we could be comfortable

with it.
ROBBINS:

I appreciate your stating that and I don't want to get in the

middle of the 40 percent/25 percent discussion and I think in terms of the

•

proposal that is before us, it is going to wind up being a 33-1/3 percent
proposal.
LUDLAM:

That is because you had to pick up three votes in order to have

the three governmental employees, or three governmental nominees.
at the numbers, that is how that was reached.

As you look

So I don't think there is

anything holy about 33/66.
ROBBINS:

Presuming that we are talking about a bill that provides for

1/3-2/3, if the provision for three appointees, one by the Speaker, one by
Senate Rules, one by the Governor -- and so that you will rest in a state of
relaxation, not by the current Governor -LUDLAM:

Are you giving me a choice?

{laughter)
ROBBINS:

You don't have to worry about it.

until California has a new Governor.

The bill won't take effect

Even if it did take effect before then,

by the time ,Jerry got around to making the appointment, he would be gone.
LUDLAM:
ROBBINS:

We are people of principle on this.
If those three appointees were replaced by three nonprovider

appointees from the Blues so that it was essentially l/3-2/3 (1/3 provider, 2/3
nonprovider) none of the appointees being appointed by the governmental
agencies, would you then support the bill?
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IMBRECHT:

I would say

to me.

.38 hike!

What's wrong wi

that?
ROBBINS:

With 62.38?

McALISTER:

•

rd how many does that work out?

a 21-member

That is 62 percent.

ROBBINS:

That is 13.8, whereas if it is 66-2/3 then it would be 14.7 .

LUDLAM:

When you maintain it the other way, you maintain our balance,

which is very important to us.
ROBBINS:

The problem is, we started out with 75/25.

You are now talking

about a 16/5 split so there would be five provider members.

At 60/40 you are

talking about nine provider members so the current compromise of 33-1/3 is
seven, which is exactly halfway in between.

If you change it from seven to

eight, you are not halfway in between, you are 3/4 of the way towards the
60/40; and while it may sound like only one member, we are dealing with the
situation where it is a delicate mix on the board and in getting the
to go to 33-1/3 is a halfway point.
IMBRECHT:
LUDLAM:

I felt that was a fair compromise.

The current law. it is 14/6, is that correct, for providers?
Ten.

Ten, eleven.

Ten providers.

This would drop it from 10/11

to 13/8.
IMBRECHT:

I can't believe that this is

difference that's goi

to

generate opposition to the bill.
ROBBINS:
LUDLAM:

It will be mild opposition.
I think the hos

tals have been kicked around quite a bit this

year.
ROBBINS:
McALISTER:

Not by me.

I voted against AB 3480.

Does this board have to have an odd number of people?

1 8-

any

I

ons

is an

it is easier to come to a consensus

t

LUDLAM:

Actually, there is nothi

consumers,

It was

was

, if you want a

As far as I am
problem with that.

number.

y

in order to

no

sion.

, I

Usually, if you have an

an odd number present.

wou

on
t, it is

I mean, if two are

tical more

than the number on the board.
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I understand.

, the governmental a

As far as I am
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LUDLAM:

The issue, Senator Keene, originally as raised by the

Commissioner, was control; and that is clear either under the 66/33 or the
60/40.

That is the legal issue.

Let me come back to the issue.

The question of sophistication of the consumer representatives.
not ordinary consumer representatives.

•

care.

These are major purchasers in heal

They are well staffed; they are well understood.

are talking about.

These are

They know what they

They are dealing in a very highly competitive market as the

Commissioner's report to you indicated.

Blue Cross is not the big operator in

the market as such.

It's a very highly competitive market

It is one of them.

and the growth is in the other areas in the Knox-Keene Plans , as Senator
Keene, I am sure, is well familiar.

Competition will have much more to do with

this in the constituency of the board as to what occurs.

We are in a

competitive market and it's real cutthroat, I can tell you that.
KEENE:

I agree with you and that's why there is no reason to stick to a

60/40 hard line position.
McALISTER:

Gentlemen.

particular issue.
Mr. Blacker.
point on.

I wonder if we should make a decision on this

We have others that want to testify.
All right. Come on.

Brevity wi11 be essential from this

I would like to get out of herd in about 10 minutes.

GEORGE STEFFES:

Mr. Chairman and members.

My name is George Steffes,.

I

am a Sacramento legislative representative also from United Hospital
Association.

I think in the interest of your time, because we all have a great

deal to do, it is very obvious to all of us here, Mr. Chairman, that you feel
2/3 - l/3 is a reasonable compromise, and I think in the interest of getting
through with this part of it, Mr. Blacker may have other things to do, that we
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I think it is fai

ISTER:

going to oppose the
ROBBINS:

y

clear to me

none

these folks are

11.

In that case Mr. Chairman, I move the

You would be neutral?

adoption of the committee report with the elimination of the three governmental
appointees, so it would be without Amendment 3.
I

2, 4, 5, and 6.

It would include Amendments 1,

I believe, if I correctly read what's going on in the room,

that there is no opposition to that.
McALISTER:

May I ask of the members here, is there any

ection to

entering the unanimous roll call on Senator Robbins' motion
DAVIS:

Just a comment on the motion.

I realize that the governmental

appointees might in some way be considered to have some message to bring in or
some preconceived position.

Just let me say that there is no immaculate

conception in choosing board members.

If they are appointed

the board, you

are going to have just as many biases in other directions as the people who are
sent in by the Speaker, or the President Pro Tempore or the Governor.
not really purifying anything.

You are

It might be due to the changes in elections and

so forth, and the new flow of blood occasionally every four years or every two
years with the Assembly and four years with the Governor and President Pro
Tempore might be a stream of new blood that might

helpful.

I

am not hung up

on it, But I don 1 t think you are necessarily buying some immaculate conception
by having them appointed by the board itself.

I think you are breeding in

probably more similarity of opinion and not diversity of opinion.
that out to you.

I just point

you do it, I get the sense that of the group you are going

to go that way.
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do have to say that I feel put upon in
because I haven't the faintest i
jurisdiction over those entities.

we have no language before us

what it means to extend the Commissioner's
If they are to be treated as Chapter llA

plans even though they have no assets and no activities. I would assume, for
instance, that the Commissioner could put them under conservation right now
since they have no assets.

I assume also that, even though they are nonprofit,

tax-exempt corporations, they may not go into any other charitable activities
and I think that this is a step that ought not to be taken at this time.
ROBBINS:

What's the option? The option is to leave jurisdiction with the

Corporations Commissioner and have a situation where the parent companies are
under the jurisdiction of one state agency and their subsidiaries under the
jurisdiction of another.
ROBBINS:

Who in the world have we helped with that?

BLACKER:

Well, Senator, where have we ever extended the Commissioner's

jurisdiction over someone who does nothing but elect the board of directors of
an insurance company?
ROBBINS:

They are going to be under some state entity.

It makes sense

that they be under the same entity that Blue Cross is under, which is the
Insurance Commissioner.
BLACKER:

I am afraid I quarrel with your premise that they have to be

under an agency.

They are not an active organization.

They are merely the

entities that elect the boards of an organization over which there already is
jurisdiction.
IMBRECHT:
BLACKER:

They do nothing else.
What fear do you have of that jurisdiction being extended?
My fear is that I don't know what it means.
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McALISTER:

I think what you are asking is correct.

As far as the

Corporations Commissioner is concerned, you won't be under them.

The Attorney

General is a horse of a very different color.
ROBBINS:

We can't make them the only entity in the state that is exempt

from criminal prosecution .

•

McALISTER:
ROBBINS:

All right.

Can we take action?

We will include in it the amendment that they are no longer under

the jurisdiction of the Corporations Commissioner.
McALISTER:
BLACKER:

The staff will have to prepare the amendments.
... precipitous action, because they are public benefit

corporations and I don't know what they are at that ... We have heard nothing,
frankly, from the Insurance Commissioner as to why he needs this or what he is
going to do with this.

And I would like to ask specific questions.

Can we go

into no other charitable endeavors even though we are public benefit
corporations? That's a provision of Chapter llA, I understand, if we are under
his jurisdiction.

I don't think we have explored the need or the

ramifications.
McALISTER:

All right.

Thank you.

May we deem that all the members here

vote for Senator Robbins' motion? We are all voting for it.

The Conference

Committee Report prepared by staff will be circulated for your signature.
ROBBINS:

Thank you.
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MEMO TO:

AB 2465 Conference Committee Members

FROM:

Sal Blanco, Principal Consultant
Assembly Finance, Insurance & Commerce Committee
Sheldon Davidow, Senior Consultant
Senate Insurance & Indemnity Committee

SUBJECT:

Proposed Amendments for Conference Committee Report

Relow are six proposed amendments addressing the issues
followed by a suggestion which Insurance Code provision should be
added or amended.
These issues have been previously discussed
with those testify1ng today.
Amendment

1

The Board of Directors of an Insurance Code 11A
corporation shall not have more than 1/3 (one-third) duly
appointed representatives of hospitals or physicians.
(1)

Amendment

Amend:

Insurance Code §11498.

2

The Board of Directors of an Insurance Code 11A
corporation shall not have more than 2/3 (two-thirds) duly
appointed representatives of the public.
(1)

Amendment

Add:

Insurance Code §ll498(a).

3

Three of the public representatives shall be appointed
no later than January 4, 1983, by the following:
A One (1) by the Senate Rules Committee, one (1) by the Speaker
of the Assembly, one (1) by the Governor;
B These public representatives shall have the duty to prepare
and submit a written report to the Legislature and the Governor
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no sooner than January 1, 1985, but no later than Apr l 1, 1985.

c

is appointing provision shall sunset on

. (1)
Amendment

l 8 .

Amend Insurance Code §ll498(a).

4
The Insurance

's regula

ss

authori

extends:
(1)
To any organization organized under the
of the Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation Law, the
~~utual Benefit Corporation Law, or the Nonprofit Hospita
Service Plan Law exercising authori
in the operation
corporat
, including appointing authority to the board
directors of an 11A corporation (organized under the
ho
tal service plan law);

it

(2)
To an llA corporation with respect to
rvices or
functions performed by a related corporation to the benefit of
11A nonprofit hosp1tal service corporation.
(1)
Amendment

Amend:

Insurance Code §11496.

5

The Board of Directors of a corporation wh ch held a
certificate of authority as an llA corpora ion dur ng a port1on
of calendar year 1982 and which continues to possess
int
authority to the Board of Directors of an 11A
and beyond shall con
its consume
t
specified in Insurance Code §11498 (50%
the
islature.

Amendment

(1)

Add Insurance Code §ll498(c).

(2)

Amend Insurance Code §11498 - operat

dates.

6

A Board of Directors of an 11A corporation under
sub
in
tence prior to
nuary 1, 198 , is
from
composition requirements as
pulated in
Insurance
§11498 for a
r
of three years commenc
1, 1983, or until
subscr
r
lation of the
corporation exceeds 100,000 as filed wi
verified
the
Insurance Commi sioner.
be

ligib

An llA
for
(1)

formed after Janu ry
detailed
the

Amend Insurance

§

SB:ws

-12

1498.

shall
above.
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DIGEST

AB 2465,
Existing law
nonprofit hospital
pursuant to specified
and the Nonprofit Hospital
This bill would additionally specify
authority of the Insurance Commissioner to
organizations formed pursuant to
provisions, as
specified.
Existing law provides that not
directors a nonprofit hospital
be duly appointed
specified.
This bill
exceptions, that not more
corporation shall
hospitals with the
public representatives.
Appropriation:

•

The people of the State

l (

-'
•

enact as

SECTION l.
amended to read:
11496. (a) Persons
hospital service corporation
the provisions of this chapter
Service Plan Law (Article 4
10840) of Part 11
Corporations Code)
Public Benefit
with
51
Corporations
Corporation

is

95

-13

50

-32

so far as the provisions of the
are applicable
not
The regulatory authority of
.... "''""n:n to
organization
whenever
the operation of another
authority to
to
nonprofit hospital
commissioner's regulatory
nonprofit hospital service
to services or
corporation to the benefit of a
plan corporation.
(c) Organizations
to
shall be under the exclusive
commissioner.
SEC. 2. Section 11498
amended to read:
11498. (a) Not more
such a

f'A1rr\rYr<l

-l
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(c) A board
of a
plan corporation
less
and is in existence
to
1, 1983, but not
existence for a
longer than a
of
years
prior to January 1983, shall
exempt from the board
composition requirements as stipulated in subdivision (a)
for a period of three years commencing January 1, 1983,
or
subscriber population of the corporation
exceeds 100,000 as filed with and verified by the
commissioner.
A nonprofit hospital service plan corporation formed
after January 1, 1983, which
100,000
subscribers, shall be excluded from the board
composition requirements provided for in subdivision
(a) for a period of three years from the date of its
formation or until the subscriber population of
corporation exceeds 100,000 as filed with and
by
the commissioner.
A corporation presently operating under this chapter
shall not be required to comply with the amendments to
this section enacted at the 1973-74 Regular Session of
Legislature, if such compliance would require the
resignation of any person duly appointed or elected as a
director of such corporation at the time such
amendments become effective; provided, however, that
after such amendments become effective, no person shall
be appointed, elected, reappointed or reelected as a
director of such corporation if such appointment,
election, reappointment or reelection would be in
violation of this section. This exemption shaH not be
applicable to any corporation operating under this
chapter after January 1, 1977.
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